As part of the **UNV Core Team** you coordinate the event volunteer programme to support UNV’s partners to manage this event in their efforts for peace and sustainable development. Contributions towards the **SDGs** are also driven through **conferences and events** like this one.

UNV delivers a **personalized solution** to support event management by mobilizing event volunteers to perform **essential operational and logistical roles**, and to meet the personnel requirements of partners.

**V4E** applies a tested approach covering the whole **volunteer cycle** to mobilize and manage the short-term event volunteers.

You and your team are **responsible** for the design, development, coordination and implementation of the **volunteer management cycle**.
Your role is crucial, not only to the planning and smooth implementation of the **V4E methodology**, but to enhance the **Event Volunteers’ experience** and their contribution to the event, mostly through the **training**. The training model is designed around **four pillars**.

A **set of tools** are available to help you design and deliver the **V4E model** of engaging volunteers to **support** this important **event**.

1. **Volunteers for Events Blueprint**
2. **UNV Core Team Onboarding**
3. **Event Volunteers Training Guidelines**

Equipped with the instruments and all material provided, you put into practice all your **passion**, **skills**, and **experience**.

You are a **fundamental part** not only of this event but of the entire **community**, starting a chain reaction that will lead us to improve as a society. With a **small contribution**, you can make a big difference, leaving no one behind and promoting the **best of everyone**. You and the great team that we have formed **play together, innovate, share, and inspire!**